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Abstract 

Medical devices, such as infusion pumps that deliver life-critical medication, are frequently used at 
home by patient’s themselves as a cost saving measure. As individuals age, many are impacted by 
cognitive decline such that the proper sequencing of steps of a task is forgotten.  Since the danger of 
making an error can be quite high. So, to detect errors when patients operate a home medical device, 
we observe them with multiple cameras and record pump sensor information. We then use a robust 
approach to recognize actions based on explicitly encoding motion information using MoSIFT, Which 
detects interest points and encodes not only their local appearance but also explicitly models local 
motion. Our goal is to see if the patient has correctly performed the required actions in the prescribed 
sequence for the device. Thus, firstly, we will evaluate how to group the requiring 22 operation steps. 
Secondly, we will analysis the duration of actions, and consider the user adaption. Thirdly, the order of 
actions is introduced, and HMM is used in our algorithm. Fourthly, as some actions are very difficult 
to recognize by computer vision, so the physical sensor information is borrowed in our system. 
Subsequently, we also consider how to fuse the results from different cameras. Finally, we also 
evaluate the performances when we add different numbers of videos from test subjects. From the 
experiments, we can see that the improvement of our system performance changes from 49% to over 
80%. And if we can obtain 6-7 videos from the patients, and add them into the training dataset, the 
performance of our system with our simplest way can be 83.7%. 

 
Keywords: Medical Devices, Multi-Sensor, Spatio-temporal Feature, Event Recognition, SVM, 

HMM 
 
1. Introduction 

 
To meet the increasing health care needs and costs of our aging populations, we are seeing 

significant increases in the use of prescribed home medical devices. To maintain their independence, 
individuals and/or their at-home companions must be able to prepare and apply these devices 
accurately and reliably. As individuals age, many are impacted by cognitive decline such that the 
proper sequencing of steps of a task is forgotten.  Since the danger of making an error can be quite high, 
we are developing multi-sensor observational methods to detect errors in the preparation and operation 
of such a device, with the goal of alerting patients to correct mistakes before negative side effects could 
occur.  The vision of our project is to develop a flexible mechanism that allows a system to learn and 
refine representations of high-level tasks, from observation and interaction with a human operator, 
based on a set of underlying primitive actions that the system already understands. Examples of such 
home healthcare devices are respirators, oxygen pumps, ventilators and nebulizers (to help breathing), 
dialysis machines, infusion pumps, and apnea monitors. The primary target population for this work is 
elderly people living at home, requiring support from home medical devices, with impending 
diminishment of cognitive function. These devices allow a patient to live independently with minimal 
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assistance, since the medical devices provide the required health support. As a test device, we use an 
infusion pump which allows patients to administer intravenous medication at home. Infusion pumps 
like this have been linked to at least 710 deaths in the last five years [14]. 

The main contribution of this paper is that: Firstly, we have recorded new dataset for imitating the 
operating the home medical devices, and will publish it in the future. Secondly, a robust system is 
proposed. Thirdly, we have shown how a series of successive multi-sensor improvements, can achieve 
an action recognition accuracy rate of more than 80%. We start with a standard, well-performing 
approach (49% accuracy), based on SVM classifier using the MoSIFT movement feature descriptors. 
Exploiting the typical use based on a realistic scenario, we are able to personalize the training 
procedure to individual patients. We further improve the results by taking sequence information into 
account using an HMM. Subsequently, we exploit complementary information provided by device 
based sensors in addition to the pure computer vision approach. And then, we leverage the multi-
camera setting through a point of view based selection scheme. Finally, we evaluate how many videos 
we need record for the patients.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In section 2, the related work will be shown, and then 
the motion feature will be introduced. In the section 4, we will explain how to record the videos. After 
that, the experiment and analysis will be discussed. Finally, the conclusion will be given in section 5.  
 
2. Related Work  

 
Event recognition methods can be roughly categorized into model-based methods and appearance-

based techniques. Model-based approaches relied on various models including HMM [1], coupled 
HMM [2], and Dynamic Bayesian Network [3] to model the temporal evolution. Appearance-based 
approaches employed space-time features extracted from salient regions with significant local 
variations in both spatial and temporal dimensions [4-9].  Statistical learning methods including 
Support Vector Machine (SVM) [4-9], probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (pLSA) [11], and 
Boosting [12] were then applied to the above space-time features to obtain the final classification. 
Promising results [4-12] have been reported on benchmark video data sets, such as the Weizman [1] 
and KTH [4, 6-8] data. 

For the spatial and temporal detector and descriptor, Laptev et al. [4] extended 2D Harris corner 
detectors to a 3D Harris corner detector, which detects points with high intensity variations in both 
spatial and temporal dimensions, resulting in compact and distinctive interest points. Since the 
assumption of change in all 3 dimensions is quite restrictive, [4] finds very few points and thus many 
motion types are not be easily recognizable. Dollar et al.[8] discard spatial constraints and focus only 
on the temporal domain. With the relaxed spatial constraints, their detector detects more interest points 
than a 3D Harris detector by applying Gabor filters on the temporal dimension to detect periodic 
frequency components. Despite claims that regions with strong periodic responses normally contain 
distinguishing characteristics, periodic movements are not always sufficient to describe complex 
actions.  
 
3. Motion Feature 
 

Recently, the Motion Scale Invariant Feature Transform (MoSIFT) point detector and descriptor 
was developed [7], which focused on the spatial and temporal interest points. MoSIFT first applies the 
SIFT (Scale Invariant Feature Transform) algorithm [10] to find visually distinctive components in the 
spatial domain and detects spatiotemporal interest points through (temporal) motion constraints. SIFT 
was designed to detect distinctive interest points in still images. The candidate points are distinctive in 
appearance, but they are independent of the motions in the video. For example, a cluttered background 
produces interest points unrelated to human actions. Clearly, only interest points with sufficient motion 
provide the necessary information for action recognition.  

In the interest point detection part of the MoSIFT algorithm, optical flow pyramids are constructed 
over two Gaussian pyramids. Multiple-scale optical flows are calculated according to the SIFT scales. 
A local extreme from DoG pyramids can only become an interest point if it has sufficient motion in the 
optical flow pyramid.  
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The advantage of using optical flow, rather than video cuboids or volumes, is that it explicitly 

captures the magnitude and direction of a motion, instead of implicitly modeling motion through 
appearance change over time. 

Motion interest points are scale invariant in the spatial domain. However, we do not make them 
scale invariant in the temporal domain, since we believe that the temporal scale differentiates 
meaningfully different human actions (walking/running, touching/hitting). Temporal scale invariance 
could be achieved by calculating optical flow over multiple scales in time.  

Appearance and motion information together are the essential components for an action classifier. 
Since an action is only represented by a set of spatiotemporal point descriptors, the descriptor features 
critically determine the information available for recognition.  

In MoSIFT, the descriptor adapts the idea of grid aggregation in SIFT to describe motions. Optical 
flow detects the magnitude and direction of a movement. Since, optical flow has the same properties as 
appearance gradient, the same aggregation can be applied to optical flow in the neighborhood of 
interest points to increase robustness to occlusion and deformation.  

The main difference to appearance description is in the dominant orientation. For human activity 
recognition, rotation invariance of appearance remains important due to varying view angles and 
deformations. Since our videos are captured by stationary cameras, the direction of movement is an 
important (non-invariant) vector to help recognize an action. Therefore, our method omits adjusting for 
orientation invariance in the motion descriptors.  

Finally, the two aggregated histograms (appearance and optical flow) are combined into one single 
MoSIFT descriptor, with 256 dimensions. Details of MoSIFT can be found in [7], where it was found 
to outperform other approaches, in particular Laptev [4] and Dollar [8].  
 
4.  Record the Videos 
 

To study the actual pump operation procedure, we use an Abbot Laboratories Infusion Pump (AIM 
Plus Ambulatory Infusion Manager). At the beginning of our experiments, the pump, an IV Bag, IV 
infusion sets, syringes and alcohol prep pads are placed on a square table. In our experiments, the 
saline solution and the blood-thinning agent Heparin were replaced by color-coded syringes with water 
and the infusion tube was not connected to the body, but the port was positioned as if it were. On the 
table each participant operated the pump to achieve a correct infusion. A realistic infusion protocol was 
designed with the help of an expert consultant. The infusion protocol had 22 steps. Although steps can 
be interchanged in order, a certain critical sequence is vital. The “correct infusion steps” were 
demonstrated to each participant and the protocol was tried once with assistance from an experimenter 
acting as a trained caregiver. The specifications of the setup are given in Fig.1, and images from 
different camera views are shown in Fig 2.   
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Figure 1.  Setup - Exact placement of cameras for recording 
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Figure 2.  Example of view from the different cameras.  From left to right and top to bottom, images 

are from the “above” camera, the “front” camera, the “very high” camera and the “side” camera. 
 
4. Experiments and Results 
 
4. 1. Experimental Setup 
 

Dataset:  we had 9 subjects using the device correctly, and recorded the videos by the setting in 
Fig.1.  Firstly, we record the videos using 4 standard camcorders once each, and then the complete 
operation sequence again for 3 of the 9 subjects. Thus, in total, we had 12 complete operations, called 
Pump-I. In order to evaluate the difference of people operating the medical device, we recorded 14 
videos for some subject again, so for some subject, there are 15 videos in total, called Pump-II.  

The videos were time-synchronized and each action was labeled manually to provide ground truth. 
When people operate the infusion pump, they are required to follow 22 operation protocols. Thus, 
firstly, the different related actions were grouped into 12 classes of behaviors: (1) Powering the pump 
on, (2) pressing a button on the infusion device, (3) open the pump port, (4) open the arm port, (5) 
cleaning the pump port, (6) cleaning the arm port, (7) injecting the contents of a syringe, (8) connecting 
the tubes, (9) disconnecting the tubes, (10) attaching a cap to a pump end, (11) attaching a cap to a tube 
end , (12) Powering the pump off.  

However, for some actions, it will be very difficult to distinguish, such as “power on”, “power off”, 
“clearing the pump port” and “clearing the arm port”. At the same time, we are not sure how to group 
these steps, so the different related actions were also grouped into 6 classes of behaviors: (1) Powering 
the pump On/Off, (2) pressing a button, (3) cleaning a port/pump, (4) connecting/disconnecting the 
tubes, (5) injecting the contents of a syringe, (6) removing or attaching a cap to a tube end. We will 
evaluate their performance respectively in 4.2. 

Feature and Code Book: For all experiments, MoSIFT [7] feature is adopted, which was 
shown [7] to outperform the similar Laptev’s method [6]. For each key frame, the number of 
extracted key points can be different. Therefore, we use a bag-of-words (BoW) approach, based 
on a k-means clustering, to quantify the combined motion and appearance feature to a fixed size 
vector for each frame. We aggregate all the visual words over the duration of a single event. 
Thus, each event is represented by a visual word histogram. 

Some preliminary work showed that using a moderate visual word vocabulary size leads to 
robust performance. Thus, in our experiments, codebook sizes in our experiments are 600, and 
all the experiments share the same codebook.  For a SVM classifier, a 2χ  kernel is applied 
because it has been shown to be better for calculating histogram distances [13].  

Evaluation Criterion: For all experiments, we employed recognition accuracy to evaluate 
the performance for each run, and then the average accuracy is obtained by averaging the results. 
 
4. 2. Action Recognition 
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The experiment was designed as a recognition task: the system was given a predefined event period 

and was asked to determine the class of action that had taken place. To achieve this we aggregate all 
the visual words over the duration of a single event. Thus, each event is represented by a visual word 
histogram. 

To understand how well a generic system would perform, we trained the action classifier on all the 
subjects but one, and tested the accuracy of the action classifier on the latter, called Leave-one-person-
out (LoPo). At the same time, we will evaluate the difference when different related actions were 
grouped into different number of behaviors on Pump-I dataset. Their performances are shown in the 
Table 1 and Table 2.  

From Table 1, we can see that the performance of baseline only is 8%, but the performance of 
MoSIFT is 24%, and its improvement reaches 16%.  However, for some actions, their accuracies are 
very low, such as “Open pump”, “Open Arm”, “Clean pump”, “Cap pump” and “Cap Arm”. If we 
group 22 steps into 12 classes by this way, it will be very difficult to detect and recognize them.  Table 
2 shows that the average class recognition accuracy of MoSIFT is 49%, which is much better than a 
baseline random classification (17%). That is to say, the performance of MoSIFT combining with 
SVM is much better than that of Baseline. At the same time, the performance of MoSIFT (49%) in 
Table 2 is much better than that in Table 1 (24%), and their performances of each relative action except 
“connect/disconnect” in Table 2 are much better than that in Table 1. For example, “Open/Cap 
Arm/Pump”, “Power On/Off”. Based on above experiments, we think the clustering from 22 steps into 
6 classes should be reasonable in our experiment. Thus, in the following experiments, we will just 
group 22 steps into 6 classes of behaviors. 

 
Table 1.  Frequency count, Random classification accuracy and average accuracy with SVM on Pump-

I dataset 

Action Class Freq Count Baseline (random) MoSIFT 

Power On 12 0.04 0.23 
Pushbutton 86 0.31 0.96 
Open Pump 12 0.04 0.00 
Open Arm 12 0.04 0.08 

Clean Pump 13 0.05 0.00 
Clean Arm 49 0.18 0.69 

Flush Green/Yellow 36 0.13 0.67 
Connect 12 0.04 0.04 

Disconnect 12 0.04 0.00 
Cap Pump 11 0.04 0.00 
Cap Arm 13 0.05 0.04 

Power OFF 12 0.04 0.21 
Total(Average) 280 0.08 0.24 

 
Table 2.  Frequency count, Random classification accuracy and average accuracy with SVM on Pump-

I dataset 

Action Freq Count Baseline 
(random) MoSIFT 

Power On/Off 24 0.09 0.5 
Push button 86 0.31 0.89 

Open/Cap Arm/Pump 48 0.17 0.55 
Flush Green/Yellow 36 0.13 0.47 

Clean Arm/Pump 62 0.22 0.47 
Connect/Disconnect 24 0.09 0.03 
Average (and total) 280 0.17 0.49 

 
4. 3. User Adaptation 
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 As different people have different lift styles, so when they perform the same actions, they will have 

different styles. We have analyzed the duration of actions in different datasets, and the results are 
shown in Table 3. From it, we can see that the results of left two columns from Pump-I, whose actions 
come from different people, are very different each other. And the results of right two columns from 
Pump-II, whose actions come from the same people, have the same conditions. In addition, the 
standard variances of actions from Pump-I are much bigger than them in Pump-II. For example, the 
standard variance of “Open/Cap Arm/Pump” in Pump-I is 2.35s, but the standard variance of 
“Open/Cap Arm/Pump” in Pump-II is 1.06s. In other words, the same people will do the actions by 
similar way, but different people will do the actions by different ways. Thus, if we can get some videos 
from the test subjects, and reduce the difference between the training and testing processing, we may 
improve the performance of the system.  

The typical home medical usage scenario provides us with a particularly good opportunity to 
personalize the recognition of actions. In actual home use there is a training stage for all these devices 
where the patient practices using the device under supervision of a skilled caregiver. We can use this 
data to adapt our general model of usage to a patient’s particular style of actions. To approximate this 
situation we trained on all sequences from all subjects except for one sequence from one of the three 
test subjects. The accuracy test was then computed as an average over all the held-out sequences. In all 
cases, it was guaranteed that the classifier, when testing, had never seen the particular test sequence, 
but had seen one sequence from this test subject, called Leave-one-sequence-out (LoSo).  

We repeated this for all the subjects with 2 sequences, and averaged the accuracy results for the 
same action class. This models the situation where the pump operation classifier has been trained in a 
lab setting by the manufacturer, but not for a specific patient.  

The personalization provides an improvement raising the accuracy from 51% in the generic case to 
61%. We observe a slight improvement for all actions except “connect/disconnect”, with a large 
increase for “flushing”, which subjects tended to do in very different ways; for example, users might 
hold the tubes with either one or two hands.  

In our previous experiments [7], the performance of MoSIFT has shown to outperform the 
similar Laptev’s method [6]. In the experiment, we also evaluate the performance of “Laptev”, 
and then compare it with MoSIFT. From Table 4, we can know that the average accuracies of 
“Laptev” and “MoSIFT” are 55% and 61% respectively. In addition, we observe that a slight 
improvement for all actions except “connect/disconnect”. The experiments show that the “MoSIFT” is 
little better than “Laptev”.  

 
Table 3.  The duration difference between datasets and actions 

Action 
Punp-I Dataset Punp-II Dataset 

Average Time Std Dev Average Time Std Dev 
Power On/Off 3.66s 1.25s 3.54s 1.09s 
Push button 3.05s 3.67s 4.03s 3.41s 

Open/Cap Arm/Pump 4.11s 2.35s 3.10s 1.06s 
Flush Green/Yellow 12.23s 5.44s 5.99s 1.85s 

Clean Arm/Pump 8.77s 4.73s 7.44s 2.36s 
Connect/Disconnect 4.36s 1.61s 3.02s 0.55s 

 
Table 4.  Frequency count, Random classification accuracy, Average Accuracy by Laptev with LoSo, 

by MoSIFT with LoPo, and by MoSIFT with LoSo in Pump-I dataset 

Action Freq Count Baseline (random) Laptev 
(LoSo) 

MoSIFT 
(LoPo) 

MoSIFT 
(LoSo) 

Power On/Off 12 0.08 0.68 0.44 0.77 

Push button 49 0.34 0.89 0.94 0.96 

Open/Cap Arm/Pump 24 0.17 0.68 0.69 0.74 
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Flush Green/Yellow 16 0.11 0.54 0.48 0.67 

Clean Arm/Pump 31 0.22 0.47 0.45 0.50 

Connect/Disconnect 12 0.08 0.02 0.06 0.00 

Average (and total) 144 0.17 0.55 0.51 0.61 
 
4. 4. Considering the order of actions 

 
The order in which the actions are performed has a crucial importance. Instead of forcing a single 

deterministic sequence, we statistically model the transition probabilities between the different legal 
actions orderings, for instance after a “power off/on”, there is a high probability that we have a “push 
button” event and a very low one that we are going to have a “flush” event. The main difficulty at this 
stage is that the action recognition is not perfect and that we do not want to depend only upon the order 
(without taking into account the recognition). Our approach learns these relationships using a hidden 
Markov model (HMM) with 6 states (1 per class) and SVM classifier outputs as observations. Unlike 
[1-2], we use the HMM to model the sequence constraints on the order of actions, not the partial 
components that constitute a single action.  

As observed in Table 5, the accuracy improvement (in a leave-one-sequence out test framework) 
rises from 61% for the simple SVM to 72% when including the HMM. This is due to a strong 
improvement in recognition of three previously not well-recognized actions: “connect/disconnect”, 
“Clean Arm/Pump” and “flush green/yellow”.  

 
Table 5. Average action recognition accuracy for each camera with the LoSo scheme and SVM-

HMM in Pump-I dataset 
Camera  

Action Very High Above Front Side Average 

Power On/Off 0.67 0.83 0.92 0.75 0.79 
Push button 0.90 0.96 0.96 0.98 0.95 

Open/Cap Arm/Pump 0.46 0.54 0.54 0.63 0.54 
Flush Green/Yellow 0.94 0.81 0.94 1.00 0.92 

Clean Arm/Pump 0.81 0.71 0.71 0.81 0.76 
Connect/Disconnect 0.17 0.42 0.25 0.50 0.34 

Average 0.66 0.71 0.72 0.78 0.72 
 
4. 5. Including Physical Sensors 
 

There are limits to what we can visually observe and classify. Therefore, we propose to use on-
pump sensors to get accurate action information, when possible. Some actions will always remain a 
vision challenge, for instance “cleaning” or “flushing”. But other actions can be easily acquired by just 
sensing the state of the infusion device. We have been able to electronically detect when the patient 
turns the pump “off or on” and when she “pushes the buttons”. To achieve this we hacked the device 
and analyzed the electric signal that was generated internally (see Figure 3). 

 

 
Figure 3. The electronic sensor interface for capturing device internal state is shown in the red 

rectangle 
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We tested the benefit of having sensor information in a leave-one-sequence-out framework 

and we trained building on the previous SVM+ HMM models. Note that in Table 6, the 
electronically detected actions are now perfectly recognized. The improvement is dramatic for 
the visually difficult action of “power on/off”. Even though the “push button” action was 
already almost perfectly recognized, the slight improvement in the accuracy of the “open/close 
cap” action, suggests that a certainty in a step provides a general boost to other related steps. In 
fact, “open/close” usually happens immediately after the “pushing of buttons” is completed. The 
accuracy of the other actions is maintained. 

 
Table 6. Average action recognition accuracy for each camera with the LoSo scheme, SVM-HMM 

and Sensor Information in Pump-I dataset 
Camera  

Action Very High Above Front Side Average 

Power On/Off 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
Push button 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

Open/Cap Arm/Pump 0.58 0.58 0.58 0.67 0.60 
Flush Green/Yellow 1.00 0.88 0.88 1.00 0.94 

Clean Arm/Pump 0.77 0.74 0.65 0.81 0.74 
Connect/Disconnect 0.25 0.50 0.25 0.50 0.38 

Average 0.77 0.78 0.73 0.83 0.78 
  
4. 6. Camera Fusion 

 
Until now we have focused on the average accuracy over all 4 cameras and points of view. But 

there is certain variability in the camera by action space. In Table 7 we show the accuracy rates per 
camera for the simplest of our schemes (SVM). We observe that the accuracies not only vary per action 
but also across cameras. This suggests that some points of views are better than others. For the more 
sophisticated models presented in this paper we still observe this variability although the magnitude is 
reduced because we reach a ceiling effect with already high accuracies.   

 
Table 7. Average action recognition accuracy for each camera with the LoSo scheme, SVM in Pump-

I dataset 

Action Very High Above Side Front Average Max 

PowerON/OFF 0.83 0.75 0.67 0.83 0.77 0.83 
Pushbutton 0.92 1.00 0.96 0.96 0.96 1.00 

Open/Cap Arm/Pump 0.58 0.79 0.83 0.75 0.74 0.83 
Flush Green/Yellow 0.50 0.75 0.88 0.56 0.67 0.88 

Clean Arm/Pump 0.52 0.45 0.58 0.45 0.50 0.58 
Connect/Disconnect 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Aver 0.56 0.62 0.65 0.59 0.61 0.69 
 
At this point the question is if we can combine the different points of views in a constructive way? 

Preliminary tests showed that aggregation schemes, in which results from each classifier are combined 
before making the class-decision, although adding robustness and improving the accuracy over all 
cameras, but do not provide better results than the best single camera. 

In order to take advantage of the availability of multi-camera views, our fusion approach simply 
selects the best camera view per action.  For instance, the “open/close cap” action will be best 
recognized using the models trained only on the “side” camera.  

We obtain an average accuracy (over all actions) of 69% (see Table 7). This is a noteworthy 
improvement over the already high accuracy of 61% found without fusion. However, when we 
consider the order of actions and physical sensor information, this scheme do not provide better results 
than the side camera.  
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4. 7. Evaluating how many videos we need to add into the training dataset 

 
In the 4.4, we have performed the user adaption experiments, which show that if we can get some 

videos from the test subjects in the training processing, its performance will be improved. However, in 
the 4.4, we just add one sequence into the training dataset, if we add much more videos into the 
training dataset, whether the performance will be improved further or not? And whether we need add 
as much as possible videos from the test subjects, into the training dataset or not? Thus, in this 
experiment, we will try to explain the problem. In the Pump-II, there is some subject with 15 videos, 
and there are subjects with 1 or 2 videos in Pump-I. Thus, firstly, we call the Pump-I dataset as basic 
dataset. Secondly, we choose 5 videos from 15 videos as test dataset. Thirdly, we will train the model 
on the basic dataset, and evaluate it on the test dataset. After that, we keep the test dataset, but we will 
choose 1 video from the left 10 videos, and then add it into the basic dataset. We will train the model 
on the new basic dataset and evaluate it on test dataset again. Finally, we will choose 2, 3, 4,…10 
videos from left 10 videos, and add them into the basic dataset, and then repeat these experiments. In 
order to make our experiments more reasonable, we will repeat these experiments five times, and then 
average the results.   

The results are shown in Figure 4.  In this experiment, we just choose the dataset from front camera, 
and “Run-n” means different runs. From Figure.4, we can see that if we just train the model on the 
basic dataset, the performance of the system is 59.36%, but when you add 2 videos into the basic 
dataset, the performance of the system will change from 59.63% to 68.66%. When 7 videos are added 
into the basic dataset, its performance is 83.71%, whose improvement is 24.34%. However, after you 
add 7 videos into basic dataset, the performance of the system will not have a big change. For example, 
its performance is 85.48% when 10 videos are used.  This experiment shows that if we can obtain some 
videos from the test patients, and then train the model for the patients, the performance of the system 
will have a large improvement. However, we do not need record as much as possible videos from the 
patients, 6 or 7 videos should be enough. This experiment can give some suggestions when people 
record the patients’ videos.  
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    Figure 4. The change of performance when adding different numbers of videos into the base dataset 
 
5. Conclusion  
 

Firstly, we evaluate how to cluster the requiring 22 operation steps in the infusion pump, and find 
that the six classes of behaviors should be reasonable. Our initial proposal (motion interest points 
combined with a χ2-kernel SVM) already provides good performance, with an average (over all 
cameras and actions) of 51%. And then the different additions, although adding marginal complexity, 
stepwise improve the accuracy. When taking into account the user adaption, it takes us to 61%, it is 
better than the performance of the state of art (Laptev–55%). When the order of actions is considered, 
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great change has taken place in the performance (from 61% to 72%). Adding a simple and cheap sensor 
for the direct device interaction further improves to 78%. Finally, in an optional multi-camera setting, 
by selecting the best camera per action we can peak to an 83% recognition rate. In addition, we also 
assess the performance change when different numbers of videos from test subjects are added into 
training dataset. The experiments show that the patient’s videos are very useful, and if we can obtain 6-
7 videos, the performance of the system with the simplest method can reach 83.7%.  

What are the implications for our broader goal? We are interested in providing assistance to 
patients in a home setting using a medical device without human supervision. 

We believe that the high performance results, achieved on this sample device with limited training 
data, provide good initial evidence that automated monitoring of home medical devices may indeed be 
viable. In the future we will address the problem of, not only recognizing action behaviors, but also 
locating them in the video stream. In particular, we plan to work on recognizing the actions in real-time, 
in order to be able to then develop live interventions to remind the patient when an action sequence 
was not performed correctly or in the wrong order and potentially avoid dangerous complications.  

Of course, any results obtained with this pump, would also have to be generalized to other types of 
home medical devices, with perhaps different required actions and protocols. However we believe we 
have achieved the first step in demonstrating that it is feasible to apply computer vision and senor 
analysis to observe operations of a home medical device and recognize which actions are being 
performed. 
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